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HanStone Quartz Announces the Nature-Inspired Movimento
Collection
Graceful movement, wispy veining, ageless hues and timeless appeal dominate the
new collection
ATLANTA, GA January 20, 2015 -- HanStone Quartz brings the inspiration of nature to
life today with a diverse collection of eight brand new product designs. The Movimento
Collection celebrates the movement of the natural world. Made from pure quartz, this
collection is comprised of the strongest and most durable surface materials on the
market, with an unparalleled level of sophistication and design.
“The Movimento Collection brings nature to life with elements of flowing streams,
quarried stones, luxurious suede, fine sands with charcoal veining and natural metals,”
says Dan Boyd VP of Strategy for HanStone Quartz. “This collection fills a demand for
modern materials with classic touches with the durability of quartz.”
The new collection consists of eight fresh colors:
Ambrosial:

An elegant mixing of purist greys and warm greiges accentuated on
a white backdrop with glass sparkles, Ambrosial is an ageless
beauty.

Arete:

A warm creamy white dappled with fine sands and a sweeping
charcoal vein with warm undertones. Arete will give drama and
charm to any space.

Argil:

Golden, earthy, and captivating. Argil displays the perfect
combination of creams, camels, and espressos highlighted with
copper metallics and sweeping movement to evoke the essence of
mother earth.

Concord:

Showcasing the beauties of quarried stone with graceful vein
gestures, Concord combines everlasting greys and pewters with
unforeseen touches of shimmer.

Kindred:

A stylish classic. Kindred perfectly combines greys, taupes, and
pewters with touches of white, glistening copper, and fluid
movement to create an enduring appeal.
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Anejo:

Translucent, chic, and vogue. Anejo combines soft taupe and grey
droplets accented by rolling umber movements to offer elegance
and a fashion forward appeal.

Majesty:

With the splendid softness and luxury of suede, Majesty’s layered
latte hues contrast with misty white veins to evoke an understated
opulence.

Rampart:

A la mode and sophisticated. Rampart shimmers with the brilliance
of warm copper chips infused in a deep rich auburn backdrop with
subtle espresso veining.

HanStone Quartz is easy to maintain, eco-friendly, stain resistant, durable, nonporous
and heat resistant. Unlike competitors, HanStone’s innovative approach enables the
company to deliver the most consistent quality of product on the market today. Offering
beauty tough enough to stand up to everyday life, with classic hues and movements,
HanStone Quartz celebrates the natural world around us, while being on trend and
appealing for all interior aspirations.
ABOUT HANWHA L&C | SURFACES
Hanwha Surfaces, based in Atlanta, GA, sells and markets high-quality surfacing products
under HanStone Quartz and Hanex Solid Surfaces brand names. HanStone Quartz is the
company’s flagship product that led to the opening of a state-of-the-art 200,000 square foot
manufacturing facility in London, Ontario, Canada. Hanwha Surfaces is the North American
subsidiary of Hanwha Living & Creative (Hanwha L&C), a South Korea based corporation.
The entire collection of Hanwha Surfaces products can be viewed by visiting the Hanwha L&C |
Surfaces website at www.hanwhasurfaces.com.
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